Abstract-Personal Navigation Assistants (PNA) depend on updated digital maps for correctly positioning and route guiding users. As updating digital maps by the usual means is a highly expensive and time consuming task, GPS points gathered by existing navigation devices can be used to compare the existing real road network with the digital one. This paper describes an approach to update digital maps through the use of GPS points obtained during users' journeys as a means to identify map incongruence. Detection of new roads and roundabouts are presented with an explanation of the problem and a sample of the results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Personal Navigation Assistants (PNA) are devices that provide a user with a map, current position and directions. Such devices have been widely spread and used in the last few years as the automotive industry started marketing vehicles equipped with dynamic route guidance systems and mobile phones also started featuring GPS receivers. Basically, there are three ways of determining a user's location [1] . Firstly, by Dead-Reckoning, using devices such as accelerometers, it is possible to update user's position. Ground-based beacons that broadcasts its location to nearby users can be used as reference points for the users to know their positions. Finally, a form of radio/satellite positioning system, such as GPS or the European's Galileo, can be used to provide users with more accurate information on their positions with regard to a global positioning system. Obtaining a position in the latter case is not complicated but GPS positions have high accuracy errors [2] [3] [4] and thus it is very important to use algorithms to adapt (snap) user's location to a position within a map.
Another source of errors is the digital map itself [5] [6] [7] . Road centrelines in digital maps may have a high degree of incorrectness since a representation of a centreline does not define the boundaries of the road [4] . PNA completely depend on the accuracy of the map to provide users with good directions during route navigation. As updating a digital map is an unfinished task, it was necessary to improve the way that research of new areas, and even mapping, is done. An increasing request to map companies is to provide accurate and complete digital maps of the road network [5] . Indeed, road maps, especially those regarding urban areas, are rather dynamic. For example, topological structure is altered each time a new road or facility is built or a link is suppressed, as well as allowed manoeuvres can be often affected by in situ work or a different traffic management policy. As updating digital networks by the usual means (e.g. aerial imagery and field teams) is highly expensive and time consuming, which in turn increases the map price to the end-user, it is necessary to develop new approaches of detecting changes and implementing corrections to the map network with a lower cost and in shorter time periods.
Our main goal in this work is to detect changes in network topology and present a possible correction to the geometry of digital maps. All the algorithms developed should only use the usual data from GPS devices (position, direction, speed, time, quality). Since provided GPS points do not include segment relation, it is necessary to compute the correct location on map by using a matching algorithm. With snapped points available, it should be possible to detect changes such as new roads, new roundabouts, incorrect prohibited manoeuvres, incorrect traffic direction, junction position, and wrong road geometry. The system outputs results directly into a database and we are able to visualise them through a GIS editor/viewer. With such an approach, technicians will be able to correct the digital map by analysing the output of the implemented application.
The paper is structured as follows. Map-matching and related methods are presented in section two, whereas the proposed geospatial data processing approach is explained in section three. Two of the detection methods implemented and some preliminary results are discussed in section four. application is able to understand the digital map and, by using the information stored, to give navigation directions and positioning information when coupled with a GPS device. GPS devices, on its turn, produce data with positioning information (latitude, longitude, altitude, etc.) that can be used in routing applications. Therefore, finding out whether a digital map should be updated is intrinsically related to the quality of results from map-matching algorithms. Map-matching, or snapping, is the process of relating a GPS coordinate to a position on a digital map with a reference to a precise street and a position within it. Although a human can visually match points to a map quite easily, this is a complex task to be implemented on a computer. According to [8] , different levels of difficulty for the problem exist, as follows. With limited known routes, matching points to a limited subset of the digital map is easier. An example is the management of a bus fleet where every bus should be on the usual route. In route following, the map-matching uses routing information and the GPS points to follow the route, it is easy since only a subset of the segments need to be compared. The last is when no knowledge is assured and is the most common situation where there is no knowledge to reduce the number of possible segments.
In [9] , authors categorise map-matching algorithms into three groups.
• geometric algorithms that solely use the information derived from geometry definitions; • topological algorithms that use information from defined geometry and topological information of the maps (connected segments, distance, prohibited manoeuvres, speed, authorised traffic directions); • probabilistic algorithms that use probabilities in the calculation of confidence around the points;
Also, a fourth group could be easily identified as the result of the combination of the aforementioned algorithms: the advanced map-matching algorithms. Besides implementing all or any of the above definitions they may also use any other complex method for matching maps such as the Kalman's filters, Dempster-Shafter's mathematical theory, fuzzy logic models, and so on. Yin and Wolfson [2] created an algorithm that uses Dijkstra's shortest path to select the smallest weight path. Weight is calculated from segment distance to points and the lowest total is the travelled path. Li et al. [10] defined an offline topological map-matching algorithm that uses buffer bands with the format of an ellipse around processing points. The ellipse format depends on the direction of the user and segment length. This topological process uses heading, length and closeness to snap user points. In [3] , Zhou includes an overview of some base map-matching processes, as follows:
• Point-to-Point: this process is the simplest one and it is also the one that produces the worst results [4] ; points are snapped to the closest segment shape point; • Point-to-Curve: this method uses distance from point to the segment curve to calculate the best segment;
• Curve-to-Curve: since GPS points compose a complete route it is possible to compare a path (curve) to a segment in order to calculate the best match.
The previous processes have also been improved by the use of other algorithms that increased the accuracy of the results [1] . Another off-line map-matching algorithm was presented in [6] that features a fast process that relies only on position coordinates and on the network topology. This process selects N near candidates to every point and selects the best path. Although this is a faster process, it may produce routes including segments that the user did not use in order to satisfy the creation of a route. Greenfeld [8] also implemented an offline map-matching algorithm based on point to curve matching that uses topological information, distance and direction to calculate the best match for each point, whereas Quddus et al. [7] developed a way of evaluating integrity of any type of map matching algorithms based on various error sources associated with position fixes and map data using fuzzy logic.
The problem of updating road maps has already been addressed by systems like TomTom Mapshare which is a system that depends on the user for detecting map changes. Users, by using their TomTom PNA, are able to add changes to the digital map through a simple interface. Every change made to the digital map by the user is applied instantly and is used during routing, speed alerts and navigation. When the user connects the PNA to the Internet, created changes are shared, if the user allows it, and other users' changes are downloaded to the device. Mapshare does not allow addition of new roads or changes to the physical geometry of the road network though [11] .
III. GEOSPATIAL DATA PROCESSING Our solution to update digital networks relies on gathering GPS points acquired through existing PNA devices on the road and using them to detect changes in the original map by comparing user's positions with their expected placement within the network. The process, therefore, is processed on an off-line basis, meaning data is processed after the journey is completed.
The main idea of this work is to provide the digital maps' upgrading framework with additional means to improve network information upgrading other than the current methods, generally based on data acquisition from a thirdparty. Figure 1 depicts the basic methodological approach implemented in this work. The proposed methodology is composed of three main parts, namely the data collection, the application processing and the visualisation. Besides, it also features a database where temporary and processed information are stored. 
A. Data Collection
The data collection is responsible for acquiring tracking data from existing users' PNA that have agreed to provide that information. The GPS coordinates are recorded by the PNA and are submitted to the main server whenever the user connects his device to the Internet.
B. Application Processing
The application processing is intended as a crunching mechanism of the collected data to reveal possible changes to the road network. This is the core process in the architecture responsible for executing all the inference algorithms implemented.
The data is processed and saved by the developed applications that integrate the created algorithms and generate database tables with the results. In order to ease the visualisation and post-processing of the information, it is also possible to convert the output data format to the one used by map companies, such as Shapefiles.
C. Visualisation
Finally, the visualization presents possible changes so that decision-makers can proceed with the network data updating, if this is the case. For the visualization of altered geometries any GIS editor can be used. Such environments also allow the user to associate the geometry and respective data entries in the database. At the moment, results are only used as an aid whereas the final decision is left for technicians to make.
D. Database
A database to hold the acquired and generated data is used. Actually, the model devised extends native information of the TeleAtlas database model used by NDrive, which already includes tables for the network (table NW), for junctions  (table JC) and for manoeuvres (table MN) . In addition, each proposed method to infer new features of digital networks will need specific tables. In the case of the algorithm to detect new roads, the tables NewRoads and NewRoadsUGeom were included. NewRoads contains records of the detected new roads from statistical information whereas NewRoadsUGeom contains only users' geometry for a new road. For the roundabouts case, the table RoundaboutsVotes contains the records of voting for each junction whereas the RoundaboutsUGeom contains possible roundabouts for each user and RoudaboutsGeom contains the final geometry. This database was implemented on PostgreSQL with the PostGIS extension to support geographical referenced information.
IV. IMPLEMENTED METHODS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
A. Map-Matching
After applying map-matching, it is possible to obtain the complete user's route with aggregated topological information. Since coordinates from GPS contain a variable error at all times, it is hard to select the correct segment just using raw coordinates. The simple approach of selecting the closest segment to the point is not a good and sufficient solution either [3] .
A possible approach to produce correct snaps is the use of an adaptive algorithm that tries to correct itself. The implemented algorithm uses a method of segment retrying if impossible to continue matching. A set of points is being snapped continuously and the segment that is selected is always the best candidate. Although the best candidate is the most probable, it is also possible that it is not the right one. After selecting a wrong segment and verifying that it is impossible to continue snapping through the selected path, the algorithm will try to go to the last junction and will decrease weight of the wrong segment and will try the next best segment. If the algorithm is not capable of producing a correct result it will stop and snap the points to the GPS position. This is an important feature to allow the execution of some of the detection algorithms.
B. Detection of New Roads
Albeit modifications to the network infrastructure is most of the time avoided due to considerably high costs, new roads are constructed quite often and most likely affect possible routes near them. By using user positions along these new streets, it is possible to obtain an approximated geometry and information about the existence of new road segments. After the detection of a new road, it is required that a base geometry is generated. Although this detection will only obtain geometry information (without toponymy data), it allows map companies to pinpoint locations in need of update. This algorithm also detects new roads inside parking lots and other routes that multiple vehicles might follow. The technician is responsible for verifying if it is not a new road.
1) Algorithm:
This algorithm is composed of two phases. First, the collection of possible new roads is carried out by detecting jumps from unconnected segments and obeying certain restrictions. Second, the information generated in the previous phase is analysed and the determination of the new road is accomplished through the average positions along the track.
In phase one, the detection of segment jumps is made by detecting an increasing GPS coordinates distance from last snapped segment point to the next connected segment or a jump to a segment without a connecting junction. Part of this job is done by the snapping module that snaps the point to GPS if there is no better match. Figure 2(a) depicts the diagrammatic representation of the algorithm, which processes each snapped point until there is a snap to GPS (1); this defines the start segment id (2) . Then the process tries to go back and detect the last correctly snapped point and add all points to the new road. The process continues until points are snapped to a segment again (3) . This defines the end segment id (4) and saves into the database the possible new road (5) .
In phase two, the generation of the final geometry for a new road is made by spatial averaging all user made tracks against one trace. To reduce possibility of an incorrect selection of the first segment it is suggested to test distance from the selected possible track to other tracks. This phase of the algorithm illustrated in the diagram of Figure 2 (b) starts by getting possible new roads with a high number of travels and user geometries(1). Then, it picks a reference geometry (4) and calculates a spatial average for each point of the geometry (5). To better generate geometry, it is suggested to select a stepping distance independent of the number of points. It creates a new line that contains all the averages (6) and applies a simplification algorithm like Douglas Pecker (7). Finally, it saves the new line to the database (8) .
2) Results: Figure 3 illustrates an example of detected new roads. GPS position was sampled each second. Blue lines indicate the current digital map and lines in green are the new detected roads, whereas red markers indicate collected GPS points. For each distinct segment pair (start, end) there is a new detection. Different green lines for the same road occur because the snapping algorithm chose a different start or end segment. The figure indicates roads that were driven for the purpose of testing the method.
C. Detection of Roundabouts
Construction of roundabouts is a common practice to reduce traffic issues through the adoption of a give-way strategy between incoming vehicles and those already driving through the roundabout. This is a quite common policy adopted in Europe, especially in areas not densely populated. New roundabouts ought to be detected to reduce user confusion during navigation, especially when the number of outbound segments is considerably high.
In the case of an out-of-date map, a car going around a roundabout deviates from the junction and then corrects its position. Thus, by comparing user direction against segment direction it is possible to detect an existing and unknown roundabout. Figure 4 illustrates an example of a non-existing roundabout on the digital map. Blue lines represent the digital map whereas the red dots are the acquired GPS positions.
1) Algorithm: As in the previous method, this detection depends on two phases as well. First, the detection of possible user traces that might represent a roundabout is made by comparison of segment curves with user direction. Then a possible radius is calculated. Second, the selection of true roundabouts is performed by averaging roundabout Phase one of this algorithm constitutes the detection of possible user tracks that differ from snapped segments. By comparing user direction to snapped segment direction it is possible to detect a path on a roundabout. Right turns ought to be ignored since it is difficult to detect differences between a turn to the right and the first exit to the right of the roundabout. Also in Figure 4 , it is possible to verify that there is no visible difference on the travelled path (black line) whether on a roundabout or on a normal junction. Blue represents analysed segments and yellow is the referenced angle. GPS points are pinned in red.
This algorithm then consists in the analysis of every junction to check for a possible roundabout. Every pass on a junction accounts as a vote (yes/no/ignored). Figure 5 represents the algorithm of roundabout detection (phase one), which starts by the selection of two user travelled connected segments and processing X meters of each in the direction of the junction (1). Then it calculates the positioning error by subtracting GPS position to the snapped position (3), and for each segment, it detects the last good match of azimuth between points and snapped points (5) . A bad match is indicated by an angle difference above 10 o . Then it sums the GPS azimuth to the right and to the left multiplied by speed (6) . This will be used to compare if the user went more to the right or to the left. It then calculates maximum and minimum azimuth (7) to indicate sharp turns. It determines the maximum and minimum sin values of segment azimuth (8) and compare the last GPS azimuth on segment one with last GPS azimuth on segment two. If such a comparison is positive and below a given value (turn to the right) then it cancels this roundabout and votes ignored (If1). Now, the comparison that determines the existence of a possible roundabout is composed of a difference in distance from GPS position to snap position higher than a specified value, a maximum distance from GPS position above a defined value, modulus of difference from maximum and minimum detected sin above a determined value, maximum azimuth difference above specified and modulus of ratio turns below a value (If2). If all the above, was true then the radius of the possible roundabout should be calculated by the use of last good match of segment one and two divided by 4 (9), and then the information is saved to the database (10).
In the second phase, the algorithm selects the most probable segments as candidates by comparing positive votes with negative ones and then generates a representative geometry. Only junctions with a minimum number of votes should be processed to guarantee a minimum truth. As presented in Figure 6 , detection of roundabouts starts with the selection of possible roundabouts with a high number of votes (yes, no) resulting from the previous phase (1) , and the ratio yes/no is evaluated in (3) . If this value is found to be above a specified threshold, then the algorithm proceeds with the calculation of the average radius for the roundabout and consequent 2) Results: Figure 7 is an example of roundabout detection. Sampling of the GPS position was made each second. The roundabout was driven on purpose in different ways to imitate possible driving habits. Blue paths are the existing roads on the digital map, yellow lines are user traces and red marks are GPS points. The orange ellipse is the detected roundabout (due to specificities of the Google Earth software, circumferences are drawn as ellipses, whereas uDig draws them as circumferences though). The circumference radius depends on the detected roundabout and tries to match the real roundabout size.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to aid map companies to provide more accurate maps at lower costs, some algorithms to detect changes and differences to the road network were developed. These methods use GPS positions, gathered from existing PNA, for comparing the real road networks with their digital representation. Some of the methods implemented include detection of new roads, roundabouts, road geometry, traffic direction, prohibited manoeuvres, as well as junction position. Due to the limited space, only the two first methods were presented. The developed system, although a prototype, correctly processes and implements the proposed methods for map-matching and detection of discrepancies between the real network and digital maps used in PNA. This system can be used as a basis for future development as it was implemented in a modular way and is easily extensible. Since the system was tested with points collected from a PNA specifically adapted for this work, memory issues have not been addressed yet. Nonetheless, both implementation and results, even though carried out with a small data set, generated very interesting and promising results. By using a more complete data set, with more passes on the same places, by different users who employ different driving habits, it will be possible to obtain results with a higher degree of precision by the use of a statistical process that allows the determination of the more important differences. Results for an even bigger data set could have provided better results and more complete and accurate information.
VI. FUTURE WORK
The very next step in this research is the development of a thoroughly evaluation methodology of the methods implemented, including quantitative assessments and evaluation of the data management and processing burden of a large scale system. Also, other issues related to the capacity of the devices to store and pre-process the data collected are still to be addressed. Despite the fact this project was focused on the road network, it is possible that a similar approach could be used to expand the existing set of features in the digital maps to include, for instance, locations of point of interest (PoI) or other urban features and inside routes, such as streets reserved to walk or gardens.
